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ABSTRACT
Today people use the Internet to find the answer totheir questions. They mostly rather ask other users
onCommunity Question Answering (CQA) sites for an answer thanjust searching theweb. However, as Social
Media becomes morepopular, users tend to ask their questions on these networks, andignore the benefits CQA
sites offer. On the other hand, automaticQuestion Answering (QA) systems are unable to comprehendquestions
including images and implementing necessaryalgorithms for such systems is expensive. In this paper,
wepropose QA process based on Crowdsourcing, which runs on aQA open system. The system benefits from
Crowdsourcingadvantages, besides automation techniques. The model isoperational and we have demonstrated
that questions could bereceived from different heterogeneous sources, if the suitableprocedures are used, and
that the answer is obtained from thecrowd in the proposed process based on Crowdsourcing.Moreover, the first
Iranian crowdsourcing platform forcomplicated tasks is implemented, which could be used as a basisfor future
research.
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benefits thesenetworks provide[2]. Therefore, they
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systems requires using complicated.
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II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

questions. For instance,if a requester had to declare
the subject of question atsubmission time, then it
was no longer possible to receivequestions from
some social media networks such as Twitter,
which have a character limit.Yet, more information
is required in order to organize
questions. With addition of tagging task to QA
process,workers append metadata to the question.
In this system,question’s metadata include question
difficulty, question tags.

III. METHOD

Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed system
cidentified as aquestion, simply because it contains
a questionmark. After exploring questions asked

Here QA process is a set of operations and steps a
questionhas to take through the proposed system,
so that a final result is
produced and sent to the requester.

inTelegram groups, we presumed that messages
containing ―explain‖ or ―introduce‖ keywords and a
question mark.
2) Registering In The Middle Layer
The role of middle layer is to eliminate the

Figure 2. QA process in the proposed system

existingdependencybetween rowdsourcing and the
sources providingquestions. To add a new source in
order to collect questions ortesting new algorithms
in identifying uestions, you are justrequired to
develop a new independent module (using
anyprogramming language and over any platform).

Figure 3. General QA process

All modulesmust be registered in middle layer and
receive a uniqueidentifier.
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Figure 4. Web services of the proposed system

IV. CONCLUSION
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